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Trigon, we ARE.
Analyze

Trigon is an innovative company that specialises
in healthcare business services and technologies.
Our portfolio of solutions covers three aspects
of managing medical institutions - financials,
Technology, and Management. Our team of
experts execute comprehensive analysis to
uncover vital needs and resolve bottlenecks.

Revive

The range of services provided by Trigon include :
Revenue Cycle Management & Insurance Claims
Management, Healthcare Informatics & Industryspecific IT Solutions, and Business Process
Mapping & Manpower Resourcing and Planning.
We design the most-fit solution that helps build
the very first block of reviving the optimum way
back into place.

Emerge

We continuously improve to maintain
consistency with the evolving global
healthcare best practices, and we aspire for a
thriving transformational change
in the saudi healthcare industry. Trigon
empowers communities, healthcare
workers and decision-makers to improve the
coverage, quality, and efficiency of
healthcare services and emerge as an
optimisation-oriented market leader.

Financials
Revenue Cycle Management
Revenue Cycle Management (RCM) is a sequence of activities that spans through scheduling, coding,
billing and Insurance Claims Management. Within the process, manpower and technological resources are
allocated to execute, monitor, and report the tasks as a repetitive cycle delivered by a well-skilled team using
a sophisticated RCM software.
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ICD10-AM Clinical Coding
Medical coding is the transformation of medicalservices including diagnosis and procedures into a globallyrecognised standard set of codes; such as ICD-10-AM. The medical code is the core language used in the EMR
and RCM process. Using a standard coding system enables medical institutions to manage the RCM process
beside other standard business functions effectively.
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Insurance Claims Management
Insurance Claims Management involves claims documentation, submission, reporting, tracking as well as
denial management. Throughout the process, our officers handle every activity to ensure maximum revenue
and minimum denial. Furthermore, managing relationships and financial records with insurance companies.
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Technology
Health Information Systems (HIS)
We seek to enable best-practice automation of the business processes through implementing a state-of-art
HIS. The comprehensive solution to managing medical facilities’ services, and administering medical and
medical-related activities. Trigon’s technology empowers accurate and on-the-spot collection of clinical
data, best practice workflows, and meaningful use front-end.
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Industry-specific ERP Systems
Trigon, in partnership with top solution providers, offers ERP solutions built for medical institutions. A robust,
sophisticated ERP system, with medical institution optimisation serves as the backbone to managing the
back-end processes of medical facilities while keeping active sync with front-end HIS through integration.
Needles to compromise, flexible implementation and deployment options ensure maximum suitability to
our client’s necessities.
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Healthcare Informatics Solutions
Custom solutions designed, implemented, and integrated to other medical and business solutions. Perfectfit solutions built to cover informatics needs and fill out the gaps in the information technology environment
as per specific business and medical requirements enabling full utilisation of medical IT functions.
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Management
Business Process Mapping
Business process map is a visual and descriptive document produced to describe and map a flow of
actions. Business process mapping is a collection of activities including process identification, participants
involvement, sequence development, testing scenarios, verification, and documentation.
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Resourcing and Planning
Within the delivery of our services, we allocate skillful and knowledgeable expertise to deliver the service
and perform the tasks involved. The diversity of our specialities, including financial, business, medical, and
technical, ensures that our services are delivered a highly effective, and efficient manner.
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Medical Administration Advisory
Trigon’s engagement in management is driven by global knowledge and executed by highly skilled local
expertise. Through advisory, training and manpower supply services putting expertise and knowledge on the
ground equipped with global best practices and local market know-hows giving your business the
opportunity to focus on growth.
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